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⚫Section III: Solidification & 

Carryover
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Some say “Speech” Cannot be Parsed
Dr. Gregory Lof (2017, p. 15) states…

⚫ “Tasks that comprise highly organized or 

integrated movements (such as speaking) 

will not be enhanced by learning the 

constituent parts of the movement alone; 

training on just the parts of these well-

organized behaviors can actually diminish 

learning.”

⚫ He cites: Kleim & Jones (2008), and  

Wightman & Lintern (1985)
©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

4Section I

Kleim & Jones (2008) Suggest, 
However…  

⚫ “Part-task procedures are 

intended to improve learning 

efficiency….”  

⚫ “Part-task training appears to be 

more effective with difficult 

tasks.”

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com
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And, Wightman & Lintern
(1985) Say…  

⚫ “Part-task training also appears to be more 

effective for low-aptitude (intellect) or 

inexperienced students.” 

⚫ “Partition the task, then reintegrate the parts 

during learning.”

⚫ “That components of a task can be identified

and the improved skills of the components will 

help performance of the whole task.”

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com
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Speech Production 
Components

⚫Stabilization
– External & Internal

⚫Mobilization
– Front & Back Vertical

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

7To generate refined, 
small movements, 

you’ve got to 
stabilize near the 

moving part.

(Adler-Bock, et al., 2007; Fletcher,1992; 
Gick, 2013; Kier & Smith,1985)

Section I

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com
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Speech Palatography
S=Stabilization   M=Mobilization

/t d n/     /k g ng/     /s z/ “sh” “zh”

©Pam Marshalla /j/            /r/             /l/         /m w/

External StabilizationSection I

(Hitchcock, et al., 2017)

9

Section II:
/r/ Components

and

Therapy

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

(Byun, et al., 2014; 
Smith & Kier, 1990;           

Stone, 1990;           
Stone, et al., 1996)
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Two Production Styles:
The Back-Up “R” and The Retroflex “R”

❖Placement (Stabilization/Mobilization)

❖Lingual Tension 

❖Resonance Chamber

10Section II

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

The Back-Up “R”

⚫ Entire tongue bunches and retracts; 
the back-tongue elevates

⚫ Tongue is relatively tense

⚫ “Back-tongue corners” stabilize on the 
retromolar pads (or, on the top, back 
dentition/palate perimeter; similar to /k/)

⚫ Generates pharyngeal resonance

11
Placement 

Lingual 
Tension

Resonance 
Chamber

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section II

“R” Speech Pictures!  
(pages 10, 11, 12) 

The Retroflex “R”

⚫ Back-tongue elevates and               
stabilizes on the retromolar 
pads

⚫ Mid-tongue contracts,

front-tongue retro-flexes

⚫ Tongue is relatively tense

⚫ Generates oral resonance

12

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section II
Placement 

Lingual 
Tension

Resonance 
Chamber
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Comparison: 

The Distorted “R” Production

⚫ Back-tongue lowered 

⚫ Tongue is “lax” (reduced tension)

⚫ Lips are rounded (to generate a 
resonance space)

⚫ Production emphasis is “forward”

⚫ SOME R-KIDS:  Oral hypo-sensitivity in 
the posterior oral region

13Some cases elevate the back-

tongue okay, but lack tension

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section II

Balance Intra-Oral Sensation

⚫ Hyposensitivity:

– Palpate the posterior region of 

the tongue; (do firm press-

release 3 to 5 times, over a 

period of 30-60 sec per day)

⚫ Hypersensitivity:

– Palpate thru the “Progressive 

Palpation” Sequence for 3-4 

weeks

14
Some do not need sensory 
balancing—their systems               

perceive intra-oral sensations 
normally.

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section II

Dental Floss Handle, palpate back-tongue corners 
and retromolar pads--MATCH!  Do every session

⚫ Optional: Oral RP & Balance Oral Sensation 

⚫ Stimulate Tongue-Tension Awareness & Control

⚫ Generate Back-Tongue Elevation & Control

⚫ Generate Simultaneous Tongue-Tension,           
Retraction, Back-Tongue Retromolar Stabilization

⚫ Stim a good /r/ production; replicate 

15

Stabilization/Mobilization PLACEMENT Plus TENSION; Hold
Plus Resonance in the RESONANCE CHAMBER

The Easy R, by Char Boshart

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Overview:

“R” Building Oral Capability 

Section II
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R Capability Tasks 
Back-Tongue Elevation

a) Back-Tongue Touch & Push

b) Back-Tongue Squeeze-Up

c) Back-Tongue Squeeze-Up + Hold

d) Back-Tongue Squeeze-Ups + 

Back-Lifts

16Section II

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Optional:  
“Tongue Toning Tasks”  

“Tongue Retraction 
Tasks”

“R” Capability Tasks  
(pages 13, 14) 

R Capability Tasks:  Ling. Contraction 
+ Simultaneous Retraction & Elevation

a) Side-Tongue Stroke (contract tongue)

b) Tongue Tighten-Loosen (control)

c) Tongue Tighten, (hold) + Pull-Back

d) Tighten + Pull-Back and UP

e) Tighten + QUICK Pull-Back and UP, 
Say Small “ng” Sounds

Shape into small, vertical /r/ sounds

17Section II

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

See “Assignment Documentation,” p. 15 & 16;
Example:  R-Lesson #3, p. 17 

“R” Capability Tasks (cont.)  
(pages 13, 14) 

⚫ Verbal and Visual Description

⚫ From Successive Approximations

/ng/, /a/, /k/, /g/, /i/, /j/

⚫ Squeeze-Up Hold

⚫ Tactile Cues

⚫ Seal sounds, Rooster Sounds, Skid 
Sounds, Talk Like a Pirate, Growl…!

18Retroflex: /l/ to /r/; Dental Floss Handle 
to curl tongue; keep back-tongue UP!

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section II

Additional Sound-Stim 
Techniques (Hanson, 1983)

See:  “R” Evocation Check Sheet, p. 18 

16

17

18
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Ensure Their /r/ is 
“Clean & Differentiated”

⚫ No significant jaw retraction

⚫ No lip rounding

⚫ Make sure they elevate and           

anchor the back-tongue appropriately

⚫ Hold the /r/ position (contract & anchor), 

add phonation and resonance

19

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section II

20

Section III:
/r/

Solidification & 

Carryover 

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Solidification

⚫ The process of Establishing  

Proprioceptive Movement Memory

⚫ Use to generate movement refinement

⚫ Do with ALL Speech Sounds

⚫ Do for at least one to two months

21Section III

It’s the GLUE between being able to 

say the sound and saying it 

consistently in conversation
©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com
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Solidification

⚫ Sustain the sound (close eyes, focus & feel)

⚫ Sustain the sound and segment with an 
appropriate vowel

/r/ = high-back & the mid-vowel (/rra/, /rry/)

⚫ Shorten the sound + appropriate vowel

/r/ = /ra/ /ra/ /ra/ /ra/; /ry/ /ry/ /ry/ /ry/

⚫ Do good RP; move into and say target sound

22

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section III

⚫ Do the “Phonetic Context Probe” page 19

– You say, client repeats; no stimming

– Assign practice for only the “1’s”

⚫ Use a Metronome to refine movements and 
increase agility; start at 60 bpm increase 
speed to 120 bpm (according to capability)

⚫ Close eyes; focus & feel; Use mirror to check 
and reinforce placement; use in games

23

app: MetroTimer ▪ MetronomeOnline.com

Solidification

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section III
Similar to “Chaining” Principles and 

Techniques (Preston & Leece, 2016)

Carryover

⚫ Administer the appropriate Deep
Screening Probe (page 20) to determine the 
context(s) to practice

⚫ Practice:  Increasingly move from a minimal 
Phonemic Load to a higher Phonemic Load

⚫ Vary the practice: say, 2 or 3 words (rabbit, 
rabbit, rabbit); say it correctly, then incorrectly

24It is assumed that the child 

has a good, effortless /r/;    

if not get one!

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section III

Speaking Tongues are 

Activity Braced              

(Gick, 2017)

22

23

24
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⚫ Do “Word-for-the-Week” on reminder devise

⚫ Use school-work to practice speech sounds

⚫ Do rapid-fire questions; watch videos, discuss

⚫ Read out loud for 2 to 5 minutes each day; 
sing songs; do audios; create videos

⚫ Choose a conversation partner

⚫ Do weekly Carryover Conversation Group

25

Apps!

❖ The Easy R: ex. “Truck” p. 21

❖ Speech Practice Audios (soon)

Carryover

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Section III

Therapy Sequence

1. Lay the Groundwork: 2 to 3 Weeks (as needed) 

Oral Resting Postures; Any Oral Obstacles? 

Sensation? Compensatory Positions?

2. Generate Oral Capacity (begin tasks ASAP)

3. Evoke a Clean Differentiated Speech-Sound

4. Do Sensory-Movement Solidification Tasks 

5. Do Carryover/Generalization Tasks

26Wrap-Up!

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com

Here’s to great success 
in your therapy!

27

Thank You!

©Char Boshart ▪ SpeechDynamics.com
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To make “r”:  Place your jaw, lips, and tongue in the good resting position, 

then move into the sound.  Remember, the mouth movements for “r” are small. 

There are two ways to make “r”: 1. The Back-Up /r/ (throat resonance), 

and, 2. The Retroflex /r/ (oral resonance).  Which one is best for you? 

 The Jaw: Lowers a little, and stays still as the tongue moves (for both r’s). 

 The Whole Tongue:  Moves near the back of the mouth.  For a Back-Up “r”, 

the front-tongue stays “bunchy”; for a Retroflex “r”, the front-tongue curls back.  Tongue is quite tight. 

 The Back-Sides (corners) of the Tongue:  Anchor in the back, right on or behind the top back teeth 

(similar to a “k”).  The sides stay anchored the whole time for the Back-Up “r” and the Retroflex “r”. 

 Back-Tongue Movement During the Back-Up /r/:  The mid back-tongue snuggles up to the soft palate, 

holds, and “traps” air behind the tongue (within the throat ). Voice is used; the “r” sounds muffled.  

 Back-Tongue and Front-Tongue Movement During the Retroflex /r/:  The mid back-tongue sits high, but 

allows air to flow into the mouth. The air is then “trapped” within the curled-back front-tongue and the 

lifted mid back-tongue.  Voice is used; this “r” sounds more “forward” than the Back-Up “r”. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     1. Tongue creates its “r Zone”; Side View         2. The Back-Up “r”:  Throat Resonance 
      Back-Up and Retro-Flex:  Tongue moves back into place.         The front-tongue pulls back and bunches. 

    The tongue-sides anchor on or behind the back teeth, and              The back-tongue anchors on the back-sides and stays. The 

  establishes the “r” production zone. The tongue is fairly tight.      mid back-tongue lifts and traps the air & sound in the throat. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

       3. The Retroflex “r”: Oral Resonance        4.Back-Tongue Stabilization & Movement, Back View 
 The mid-tongue tightens and dips into a tongue-bowl.   For both “r’s”, the tongue-sides hold on to the back sides as the 

   The front-tongue curls back and holds and traps the air and               mid-back tongue lifts.  For the Back-Up “r” the tongue lifts 

   sound within the mouth, behind the curled tip.  It resonates.              up close to the top; the Retroflex “r” does not lift as high. 

  

  

“r” 
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/r/ 
 

The Physiological Elements of /r/ 

/r/ is traditionally categorized as a Palatal Rhotic Liquid, which describes its place and manner of 

movement.  As other consonants are described by their airflow, /r/’s “airflow” can be characterized as 

what happens to the air during its resonation; /r/ is a highly resonant sound.  Resonance can occur when 

air is encapsulated within a semi-enclosed space.  The following describes the two /r/ production styles 

and their resonation (that are used within standard, American English): 

 

 Back-up /r/ Production (Pre-Postured):  The resonance chamber for the back-up /r/ is formed 

within the pharyngeal region, behind the tongue. The back of the tongue lifts and confines air 

within the pharyngeal space.  The tongue retracts, contracts, anchors, elevates and holds (pre-

postures), almost simultaneously:  It is estimated that about 70%-80% of English speakers use 

the Back-Up /r/ in their speech production. 

 Retroflex /r/ Production (Pre-Postured):  The resonance chamber for the retroflex /r/ is formed 

within the oral cavity.  The tongue-tip retroflexes back and contains the air within the space 

created by the body of the tongue and the hard palate.  The tongue retracts, contracts, anchors 

on the back sides, elevates, curls (to one degree or another) and holds, almost simultaneously.  It 

is estimated that about 15% of English speakers use the Retroflex /r/ in their speech production.  

The remainder uses both styles depending on the context of the surrounding sounds. 

 

The sound of the sound is dependent upon the place, shape, and tension of the resonance chamber. 

The tension of the tongue determines the quality of the sound waves and thus strongly influences the 

characteristics of the sound.  A resonance chamber can even be created within the laryngeal space if the 

air is restrained and the tension is “right.”  Some of our “r” kids do just that.  They retract their jaw and 

tongue way back and down, and generate a sort of “guttural” type sound that vaguely sounds /r/-like. 

 

In application, /r/ is always “pre-postured,” i.e., the tongue moves to its production site immediately prior 

to initiating the sound.  (The other style is “transitional,” i.e., the tongue moves and shapes existing 

airflow from a preceding vowel into an /R/ or /r/.  Refer to the /R/ and /r/ Speech-Pictures!)  The 

consonantal /r/ is unstressed, and is produced in the initial position of words and blends.  This isolated /r/ 

is never sustainable. One never says, “I love your r-r-r-ed dr-r-r-ess.”  The /r/ requires velopharyngeal 

closure, and occurs often in conversation, about 7% of the time.  

 

w/r Substitution (initially and in blends) 

For some children, the substitution is truly a w/r, “wabbit”; for others their distortion sounds more like 

/uwAbIt/.  The lips round to produce /u/, then transition into a /w/ sound, or the next sound which is 

usually a vowel.  When the lips un-pucker the sound that results is similar to a /w/.  It is important when 

training /r/ to differentiate the lips (not use the lips for /r/) and to instead, encourage differentiated, refined 

tongue movements.  Lip rounding can be added later as “emphasis” during conversation speech. 
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/r/ 

/r/ Therapy -- Developing Physiological Capability 

Prior to stimming an /r/, consider doing physiological tasks to enhance the child’s oral capability:  

 Oral perception: Tactile and proprioceptive sensations provide specific feedback about “what” is 

moving, “where” the contact is taking place, and (in conjunction with auditory feedback), if the 

movements and resulting sounds are accurate or not.  Many /r/ have reduced feedback and are 

hyposensitive in the oral posterior region, i.e., they exhibit a reduced gag response.  Therefore, in 

therapy, to enhance/balance tactile sensory feedback, liberally apply oral sensory stimulation–

with a Toothette or Nuk Massage Brush, etc.  Do firm, press-release in the oral posterior region. 

 Establish desirable jaw, lips, and tongue resting postures:  The desirable tongue resting posture 

positions the tongue for economical retractive movement and access to the /r/ production zone. 

 Ensure “good” lingual muscle tone:  The ability to initiate and obtain lingual tension while moving 

and at the appropriate time is a major element in acquiring a desirable /r/.  Do toning/endurance 

resistance tasks.  LINGUAL TENSION IS THE KEY TO PRODUCING /r/! 

 For a back-up /r/, generate refined mid back-tongue movement and differentiated control: Tongue 

control and agility rely on jaw and lateral tongue stabilization support.  with a textured tool 

(perhaps an ARK Probe) palpate to localize the back-tongue.  Then push down and encourage 

the back-tongue to resist and elevate.  Refine the back-tongue movements into independent mid-

back tongue movements.  (See Lingual Capability Activities for more details.) 

 

/r/ Therapy -- Stimming Techniques 

Following are three sound stimulation categories.  While stimming the /r/, try using a Cheek Retractor to 

restrain the lips and keep them “out of the way!” 

1. Verbal and Visual Description:  Use the attached line drawings to assist with this method. 

2. Back-Tongue, Squeeze-Up-Hold:  Place the sponge of a Toothette on the back-tongue, and bite 

down on the stick to keep the jaw still and supportive.  Lift and squeeze the back-tongue up 

(helps to block the air in the pharynx), and simultaneously say /r/ while the tongue is up and tight. 

3. Using Successive Approximations of Established Sounds:  a) Shape a back-up /r/ from a small 

refined /k/ or /g/; b) Use /i/: Slide the tongue on the sides of the top teeth back to /r/.  c) Use /a/: 

Do a lowered tongue /a/, then lift the back way up and say /r/ (called, back-lifts). 

4. Using a Dental Floss Handle: Place the floss across the blade, gently pull down to encourage the 

front-tongue to curl up and back for the retroflex /r/.   

 

/r/ Therapy -- Solidification Activities 

Once a consistent, differentiated /r/ is formed, do solidification strategies: a) Sustain /r/; then sustain /r/ + 

/a/; then shorten the /r/ and combine.  b) Produce rapid /ra/, /ra/, /ra/ (pre-postured practice), then 

/aRaRaR/ (transitional practice).  Practice to increase movement agility and consistency.  c) Combine 

with other vowels; emphasize back-corner lingual stabilization and small tongue movements.  Practice 

with a metronome; emphasizes rapid, small movements.  Transition into words, phrases, sentences. 
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Oral Resting Postures, Oral Sensory Tasks 
 

Oral Resting Postures 
 Level I, Preparation Phase: (optional) – Do tasks to help the lips to close and the tongue to sit on top 
 ____ Lips Task:_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 ____ Tongue Task: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Level II, Timeline Phase – specify number of minutes to maintain good resting postures 
 ____Task: ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 Level III, Association Phase – specify the association task(s) to do as practice reminders 
 ____Task: ____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Oral Sensory Tasks; Back-Tongue Localization (Choose one) 
____ Far Back-Tongue Touch:  With a Toothette, go waaay in the back of your mouth to the back of your tongue.  Do firm up-
down presses.  Do 5 presses, take out the Toothette and swallow; then go back in and do another one, etc.  
  ____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
____ Around-the-Mouth Touch:  With a Toothette, do firm press-release (1-2-3) on cheeks, then front-tongue, then mid and 
back tongue, then top of mouth.   ____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 

 

Sequential Capability-Building Activities 
 

Back-Tongue Elevation: 
 

____a. Back-Tongue Touch & Push (Back-Tongue Elevation): With a tongue depressor, press down firmly on your back-tongue.  
Push up against the tongue depressor.  Do small “up-down” motions.  Close your eyes and “feel” the back-tongue. 
____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 

 

____b. Back-Tongue Squeeze-Up (Back-Tongue Elevation):  Place a Toothette on your back-tongue and bite on the handle with  
  front teeth to keep your jaw still.  Lift your back-tongue up and squeeze the sponge; squeeze up and down about 1 per  
  second.  Train your tongue to just move UP–not forward, keep your jaw still. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____c. Back-Tongue Squeeze-Up + HOLD (Back-Tongue Elevation + Simultaneous Tension):  Do 3 Back-Tongue Squeeze-Ups, 
  then on the fourth elevation HOLD—keep your tongue up for one count.  

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____d. Back-Tongue Squeeze-Ups + Back-Lifts (Independent Back-Tongue Elevation):  Do 3 Back-Tongue Squeeze-Ups, then  
  take out the Toothette, and lift your back-tongue up and down 3 times—pretend the Toothette is still in.  Make sure your  
  back-tongue is moving way UP and way DOWN.  Alternate several times. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

Lingual Contraction + Simultaneous Retraction: 
 

____a. Side-Tongue Stroke (Tongue Awareness; Tongue Tension):  With a small tongue depressor, stroke the sides of your  
tongue, back to front.  Close your eyes, notice your tongue.  Let your tongue narrow and tighten as you do it.   
____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 

 

____b. Tongue Tighten-Loosen (Tongue Tension Control):  Open your mouth and keep your tongue in the middle of your mouth.   
  Tighten your tongue—make it skinny--then relax.  It will get wide again.  Notice how your tongue feels when it is tight, then  
  when it’s lose. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____c. Tongue Tighten + Pull-Back: (Tighten and Retract): Keeping your tongue inside, tighten it and keep it tight as you SLOWLY  
  move it to the back  of your mouth.  Keep it straight and parallel with the floor.  Relax, then tighten and pull-back again. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____d. Tighten + Pull-Back and UP (Simultaneous Retraction/Elevation):  Keep your tongue in your mouth, tighten it and make it  
  skinny.  Now—keeping it tight—PULL it BACK and UP and land your back-tongue on top, behind your back, top teeth.   

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____e. Tighten + QUICK Pull-Back & UP; Say Small “Ng” Sounds:  Keep your tongue in and tighten it.  Keep it tight and QUICKLY 
Pull it back and UP.  Anchor your tongue-sides on the top-sides and make several small “ng” sounds (as in “king”). 
____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 

“R” Capability Tasks – (Grouped by Capability) 

13 
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“R” Oral Capability-Building Tasks (Grouped by Capability) – page 2 
 

Additional Supplemental Tasks 
 

Back-Tongue Elevation Tasks 
 

____1. Big Back-Lifts (Simultaneous Tension/Elevation):  Open your mouth; keep your tongue in the middle (not forward).  Now lift  
  the back-tongue WAY UP, then lower it WAY DOWN.  Close your eyes; think about your back-tongue.  Do several. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____2. Small “k” Sounds (Stabilization/Mobilization):  Find your back-tongue corner Stabilization (behind your top, back teeth);  
  anchor and HOLD.  Hold on, and move the mid-tongue for little, small “k” sounds.  Whisper your “k’s”. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 

 
Tongue Retraction Tasks 
 

____1. Back-Throat Push (Pulls back-tongue back; exercises throat muscles):  Place your fingers against your throat where you  
  swallow, and push up.  Pull and lower the back-tongue down into your throat; push down against your fingers. The whole  
  tongue moves back and down. Feel the tension in your throat. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____2. Tongue Out-In (Pulls tongue back without jaw movement):  Stick your tongue outside your mouth; it does not have to be  
  tight.  Using your back-tongue muscles, pull  your tongue back into your mouth (try not to let your front-tongue curl back).   
  Retract the tongue all the way back until your back-tongue touches the soft palate.  Keep it straight. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 

 
Tongue Toning/Endurance 
 

____1. Tongue Push-Up Pops:  Squeeze your tongue up to the roof of your mouth, push up, and pop it down.  Use the pop-on- 
  top position to find the tongue’s position and how to push UP.  Make sure it is flat, not curled.  To get the tongue closer to  
  the top, just bite on a small tongue depressor (with side teeth) to keep the jaw closed. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____2. Tongue-On-Top Push:  Place your tongue on the roof of your mouth (in the tongue resting position), and push UP; feel  
  your tongue tighten.  Hold for a count (between 1to 5 seconds), and relax your tongue in its on-top position (just release  
  the tension).  Repeat. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____3. Open-Close Exercise:  With your mouth just open slightly, place your tongue on the roof of your mouth (in the tongue  
  resting position) and keep it there and push UP.  Now open your jaw but keep your tongue flat on top.  You will have to  
  push up hard to keep your tongue on top (try not to let release and fall).   

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 

 
Retroflex /r/ 
 
If an alternate method of producing /r/ is needed, generate a “Retroflex /r/” (back-tongue up, front tongue curled up, resonance 
created within the area of the curled-up tongue).  After completing the above exercise sequence: 
 

____1. Tongue Taps:  Take a small tongue depressor and tap and press-release the center of your tongue.  Tighten the middle of  
  your tongue to help curl the front-tongue. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____2. Dental Floss Curl-Up:  Or, with a large dental floss handle, place the dental floss across the top of the tongue (about a half- 
  inch back), and gently pull down, to help the tongue-tip curl up. 

____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
 

____3. Front-Tongue Curl:  Open your mouth; keep the tongue in the middle.  Place a small straw (coffee stirrer) crosswise on top 
of your tongue so you look like you have whiskers.  Bite on the straw and curl your tongue-tip up and around the straw. 
____Reps, ____Sets, ____Time(s) each day 
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The Easy R 
Assignment Documentation 
 
Date and check (✓) when the Lesson is assigned 
to the child  Write in supplemental tasks, and/or 
their progress and compliance. 
 
 
____Lesson #1 (Oral Capability) (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 

▪ Mouth Resting Posture 
▪ Far-Back-Tongue Touch OR Around-the-Mouth Touch (sensory balancing tasks; one for 

hypo-sensitive kids, other for hyper-sensitive kids; can use for normal kids to call 
attention to mouth-parts within the oral cavity) 

▪ Side-Tongue Stroke (localizes the tongue; generates lingual tension) 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
____Lesson #2 (Oral Capability)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 

▪ Mouth Resting Posture 
▪ Back-Tongue Touch and Push (back-tongue identifying/localizing task; encourage 

tongue to lift) 
▪ Tongue Tighten-Loosen (generate lingual awareness and capability to tighten-loosen) 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
____Lesson #3 (Oral Capability)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 

▪ Mouth Resting Posture 
▪ Back-Tongue Squeeze Up (tongue learns to squeeze up vertical into the Toothette) 
▪ Tongue Tighten + Pull-Back (contract tongue and while tight, pull-back straight to throat) 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
____Lesson #4 (Oral Capability)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 

▪ Mouth Resting Posture 
▪ Back-Tongue Squeeze Up + HOLD (Place Toothette, elevate back-tongue; hold 1-2-3) 
▪ Tighten + Pull-Back and UP (tighten tongue, pull-back and UP to retromolar pads) 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
____Lesson #5 (Oral Capability)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 

▪ Mouth Resting Posture 
▪ Back-Tongue Squeeze Up + Back Lifts (layering; tongue does 2 things at once; 

elevates/tightens independently) 
▪ Tighten + QUICK Pull-Back & UP; Say Small /ng/ Sounds;(make sure back-tongue is in 

place for stabilization/mobilization) 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
____Lesson #6 (Stim, make-a-good /r/)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 

▪ Resting Postures 
▪ Close eyes, say and sustain a new, good /r/ 
▪ Slide finger along a long line while sustaining a long /r/. 
▪ Slide finger along a shorter line which saying a shorter /r/. 
▪ Segment 10 good /r/s. 
▪ Do good RP then a good /r/; keep moving the tongue and alternating. 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Name: ______________________________ 

Age: _____________ Grade: _____________ 

Date Started: _________________________ 

Date Completed: ______________________ 

Speech Therapist: _____________________ 
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The Easy R, Assignment Documentation - Page 2 
 
 

____Lesson #7 (Solidification)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 
▪ Resting Postures 
▪ Isolated /r/: metronome 60 bpm, 80 bpm, 110 bpm 
▪ Do 10 “ra’s”; Do 10 “ru’s” (/ty/); Do 10 “ree’s”; Do 20 alternated r+v’s. 

▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
 

____Lesson #8 (Solidification)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 
▪ Resting Postures 
▪ Administer the first and third columns of the Phonetic Context Probe for R (the pre-

postured pairs and blends).  Assign only the ones he/she can do: __________________ 
▪ Do graduated metronome task:  60 bpm, 80 bpm, 110 bpm, and 80 bpm. 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
____Lesson #9 (Solidification)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 

▪ Resting Postures 
▪ Administer the middle column of the Phonetic Context Probe for R, (the transitional “r’s). 

Ask the child to practice only the ones they can do: _____________________________ 
▪ Do graduated metronome task:  60 bpm, 70 bpm, 80 bpm, and 60 bpm. 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
____Lesson #10 (Carryover )          Date/List: _______________  Date/List: _______________ 
       Date/List: ______________ Date/List: _______________  Date/List: _______________ 

▪ Resting Postures 
▪ Administer the R Deep Screening Probe to determine words-in-context he/she is 

capable of doing easily; Assign the appropriate R-Practice Lists (write in above spaces). 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
____Lesson #11 (Carryover)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 

▪ Resting Postures 
▪ The Mixer!  List One; without negative practice; with negative practice. 
▪ The Mixer!  List Two; without negative practice; with negative practice. 
▪ The Ronnie Rabbit Story; with highlighting; without highlighting. 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 

 
____Lesson #12 (Carryover)  (Assigned: _______  _______  _______  _______) 

▪ Resting Postures 
▪ Word/Phrase for the week.  Word: ___________; Phrase: ________________________ 
▪ Conversation Partner: ____________________________________________________ 
▪ Counter Activity: _________________________________________________________ 
▪ School/Class Activities: ___________________________________________________ 
▪ R Nonverbal Reminder:  Who/What? ________________________________________ 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
▪ ______________________________________________________________________ 
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Name: ____________________________                                               Date: ______________ 
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“R” Evocation Check Sheet 
 

 

1. Verbal and Visual Description:         Comments 
 

      Back-Up /r/ 
      Move the tongue back and up; make it bunchy. 
      Keep it there—almost to the top in back. 
      Tongue back-sides anchor on the top back-sides. 
      The tongue is quite tight; lips stay still. 
      Say the sound: sound is muffled. 
      The sound is created by the air moving in the throat. 
 

      Retroflex /r/ 
      Do same as above but curl the front-tongue back. 
      The sound is not muffled; the air moves within the tongue bowl. 
 

 

 

2. Phonetic Context: 
 

  _____ d-r-n 
  _____ t-r-n 
  _____ n-r-n 
 

     Results of “R” Deep Screening Probe: 
 
 
 
 

 

3.  Successive Approximations: 
 

       Back-Up        Retroflex 
      _____ /g/ → r    _____ from /l/ 
      _____ /k/ → r    _____ with Dental Floss Handle 
      _____ /i/ → r 
      _____ /j/ → r 
      _____ /a/ → r 
      _____ /z/ → r 

 
 

 

4.  Other Techniques: 
 

      _____ Squeeze-Up Hold 
      _____ Seal Sound 
      _____ Rooster Sound 
      _____ Skid Sound 
      _____ Gravity 

       _____ _____________________ 
       _____ _____________________ 
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The Phonetic Context Probe for “R” 
(PCP-R) 

 

When doing capability-based therapy, use the PCP-R to determine which phonetic context 
pairs are produced easily and can be assigned to the child for Solidification practice.  Only 
assign the combinations the child can do. 
 
Instructions: 

 Say all of the non-sense combinations; have him/her repeat using their best “r” sound.  
Listen and observe their speech sounds as well as their physiological productions, i.e. 
how their articulators move during the sound production.  

 Make a judgement of the quality of their speech, and write a 1, 2, or 3 on each line: 
1 = effortless and ready to practice; the production sounds natural and there are no 
major hesitations or abnormal tensions and postures 
2 = capability is emerging, 
3 = too difficult, too physiologically cluttered, not ready to practice 

 Have them practice the “1” pairs first. 
 
 

Name _____________________________ Age_____ Examiner ______________________ 
 

Date: _________ Date: _________ Date: _________ Date: _________ Date: ___________ 
 
          Pre-Postured        Transitional        Pre-Postured 
 

as in “eat”)  ______ /ri/   ______ /iR/    ______ /pr/ 
 

(as in “it”)    ______ /rI/   ______ /IR/    ______ /br/ 
 

(as in “ate”) ______ /re/   ______ /eR/    ______ /mr/ 
 

(as in “egg”) ______ /rE/   ______ /ER/    ______ /tr/ 
 

(as in “at”)  ______ /rA/   ______ /AR/    ______ /dr/ 
 

(as in “blue”) ______ /ru/   ______ /uR/    ______ /kr/ 
 

(as in “book”) ______ /rU/   ______ /UR/    ______ /gr/ 
 

(as in “open”) ______ /ro/   ______ /oR/    ______ /thr/ 
 

(as in “all”)  ______ /ra/   ______ /aR/ 
 

(as in “up”)  ______ /ry/   ______ /yR/ 
 

(as in “tire”)       ______ /aIR/ 
 

Comments:  ___________________________________________________________________________ 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Name__________________________________ Age_______ Birth-Date____________ Date______________ 

Evaluator__________________________________________ School/Facility___________________________ 
 

 

 
 
 
 

   I.  PREVOCALIC CONSONANTAL /r/:  Number Correct ________/36 

 1.  (front vowels; /i/ /I/ /e/)  (front & mid vowels /E/ /A/ /y/)   (back vowels /u/ /o/ /a/) 

   ____ reek    ____ wreck     ____ root 

   ____ read    ____ red     ____ rude 

   ____ reach    ____ rest     ____ roost 

   ____ reason    ____ rescue     ____ Rudy 

 

   ____ rig    ____ rag     ____ rope 

   ____ rich    ____ wrap     ____ rose 

   ____ wrist    ____ rats     ____ roast 

   ____ ribbon    ____ rabbit     ____ romance 

 

   ____ rake    ____ rug     ____ rock 

   ____ race    ____ rough     ____ Ross 

   ____ raisin    ____ rust     ____ rocks 

   ____ raincoat    ____ running     ____ robin 
 

   II.  CONSONANTAL /r/ CLUSTERS: Number Correct ________/24 

  2.  /br/   /tr/    /dr/    /gr/ 

   ____ break  ____ truck   ____ drink   ____ Greek 

   ____ bread  ____ train   ____ drum   ____ great 

   ____ bride  ____ track   ____ drive   ____ grass 

 

   /kr/   /fr/    /shr/    /thr/ 
   ____ creek  ____ freak   ____ shrink   ____ three 

   ____ crust  ____ froze   ____ shrub   ____ throw 

   ____ crown  ____ from   ____ shred   ____ thread 
 

   III.  STRESSED VOCALIC /ɝ/:  # Correct____8  IV.  UNSTRESSED VOCALIC /ɚ/ # Cor.____4 

   3. C/ɝ/, C/ɝ/C    4.  C/ɝ/V, CV/ɝ/V    5.  C/ɚ/ 

   ____ her    ____ hurry     ____ never 

   ____ bird    ____ pirate     ____ father 

   ____ surf    ____ spirit     ____ sister 

   ____ person    ____ furious     ____ inspector 

 

   V.  VOWEL OR DIPHTHONG + STRESSED /ɝ/:  (Postvocalic):   # Correct_____/24 

   6.  /aɝ/   7.  /ɛɝ/    8.  /iɝ/    9.  /aɪɝ/ 

   ____ car  ____ air   ____ deer   ____ tire 

   ____ park  ____ care   ____ beard   ____ higher 

   ____ start  ____ stair   ____ steer   ____ inspire 

   ____ party  ____ compare   ____ cashier   ____ fireman 

 

   10.  /oɝ/  11.  /uɝ/    RESULTS 
   ____ core  ____ cure 

   ____ board  ____ pure   TOTAL NUMBER CORRECT:            ______/ 96 

   ____ storm  ____ secure   TOTAL PERCENTAGE CORRECT:   ______ 

   ____ morning  ____ insure 

“R” Deep Screening Probe 
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